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Abstract

While MRI at very low magnetic fields has certain potential advantages, it may also face problems that are not typical for MRI at
conventional and high field (0.1–10 T). Major differences arise due to the presence of concomitant components of inhomogeneous
magnetic field (gradients) that are transverse to the major Bz field, B0. These concomitant transverse field components are inevitably
generated by the same gradient coils that generate desired Bz imaging gradients as routinely used in MRI for spatial encoding. In the
hypothetical case (linear spatial variation of Bz field amplitude due to the imaging gradients, no concomitant transverse field com-
ponents, no B0 and B1 field inhomogeneities, etc.), Fourier transform MRI preserves the shape of the real object being examined. It
is demonstrated herein that unavoidable concomitant transverse field gradients, G, result in an image deformation of the object�s
actual shape by bending straight lines and planes with a characteristic curvature radius Rc = B0/G. For imaging gradients on the
order of 10 mT/m and B0 of 1 T, the radius Rc is about 100 m and image distortions are generally negligible. However, for B0 of
1 mT, Rc is 10 cm, which is less than a typical FOV in human studies. This manuscript derives expressions describing geometrical
relationships between the imaged object and the obtained MR data. In addition to geometrical distortions, image intensity will be
modulated in a complex, spatially dependent manner. Hence, if unaccounted for, corresponding image distortions—geometry and
intensity—will create substantial difficulties in very low field image interpretation.
� 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The introduction of hyperpolarized gases by Happer
[1] and the advent of MR imaging of these gases in bio-
logical settings demonstrated by Albert et al. [2] has led
to increasing interest in MRI with hyperpolarized gases
(see, for example, [3,4]). Because the imaged gas is al-
ready pre-polarized to about 10–50% of its maximal
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achievable polarization, there is no need for a high ‘‘po-
larizing’’ magnetic field B0 to attain a strong MR signal.
This fact was quickly realized and successful attempts
were made to build MRI apparatus for imaging hyper-
polarized gases at the very low magnetic fields of several
mT [5–8]. While MRI at very low magnetic fields has
certain potential advantages, it may also face problems
that are not typical for MRI at conventional and high
field (0.1–10 T). This paper is concerned with one set
of these problems—artifacts resulting from concomitant
magnetic field gradients created by the gradient coils,
which are used to encode spatial information in mag-
netic resonance imaging. Maxwell�s equations predict
that coils generating gradients oBz/ox, oBz/oy, and
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oBz/oz will always generate gradients of transverse com-
ponents of magnetic field such as oBx/oz, oBy/oz, oBx/
ox, and oBy/oy, as first pointed out in MRI literature
by Norris and Hutchison [9]. These gradients have the
same amplitude as Bz gradients produced by the same
coil. Gradients as strong as 10–20 mT/m are typically
used in human imaging experiments. Hence, transverse
magnetic fields as strong as 5–10 mT will also be present
(FOV about 0.5 m). These so-called ‘‘concomitant’’
magnetic fields are known to create a number of arti-
facts even in MRI at the conventional magnetic field
of 1.5 T, especially in imaging methods sensitive to sig-
nal phase evolution, such as EPI and phase contrast
MRI techniques for flow quantification [10–13]. How-
ever, for most MRI techniques at conventional magnetic
fields, the concomitant fields do not impose significant
problems as the effective magnetic field defining the Lar-
mor frequency differs only slightly from Bz. However, in
a very low field scanner (several mT or even lT), the
transverse concomitant magnetic field created by the
gradients may be on the order of or even larger then
B0. This will create substantial artifacts in the imaging
experiment. A similar problem will exist for imaging in
the Earth�s magnetic field [14]. Such artifacts will be
most pronounced in MRI at micro-Tesla fields [15,16].

Fourier MRI provides transformation of the imaged
object into a digital image. In a hypothetical case (spatial
linear variation of Bz field amplitude due to imaging gra-
dients, no concomitant field gradients, no B0 and B1 field
inhomogeneities, etc.), this results in an angle-preserving
transformation (preserves shapes of the objects). For
example, in 2D FTMRI (gradient recalled or spin echo),
a selected plane in the object corresponds to a plane in
the image, parallel, and orthogonal lines in the object
correspond to parallel and orthogonal lines in the image,
etc. It is shown herein that the unavoidable presence
of concomitant gradients, G, deforms this transforma-
tion by bending straight lines and planes. The character-
istic length scale describing this deviation from linearity
(curvature radius Rc) and a characteristic parameter
e defining resulting deformations in the image are

e ¼ Rc=L; Rc ¼ B0=G; ð1Þ
where L is the image field of view (FOV). For imaging
gradients on the order of 10 mT/m and B0 of 1 T, Rc

is 100 m and image distortions are generally negligible.
However, for B0 � 1 mT, Rc � 10 cm, which is less than
a typical FOV in human studies. Hence, corresponding
image distortions will create substantial difficulties in
image interpretation if unrecognized. Interestingly,
imaging at conventional magnetic fields with ultra high
amplitude gradients may also be prone to such image
distortions. For example, Rc approaches 10 cm for
B0 � 1 T and gradient G � 10 T/m (1000 G/cm), a gra-
dient amplitude already available with specialized imag-
ing devices.
2. Imaging gradients

Magnetic field gradients are broadly used in MRI for
different purposes: slice selection, phase, and frequency
encoding, etc. We will consider these procedures sepa-
rately but we first discuss the concomitant magnetic field
and gradient ramping.
2.1. Concomitant magnetic field (Maxwell terms)

Any static magnetic field b (r) in a free space satisfies
Maxwell�s equations

r � bðrÞ ¼ 0; r� bðrÞ ¼ 0; ð2Þ
from which it immediately follows that an inhomoge-
neous magnetic field cannot have a single non-zero com-
ponent. In the general case, if a desired (Z-axis)
inhomogeneous magnetic field

bz ¼ Gxxþ Gyy þ Gzz ð3Þ
created by gradient coils is applied during an imaging
experiment, the total actual magnetic field present in
the MR scanner will also include concomitant inhomo-
geneous components bx and by:

B ¼ bxex þ byey þ ðB0 þ bzÞez; ð4Þ
where [10]

bx ¼ �aGzxþ Gxz; by ¼ ða� 1ÞGzy þ Gyz; ð5Þ
where ex, ey, and ez are unit vectors in transverse (x,y)
and longitudinal (z) directions (defined with respect to
the main magnetic field B0 direction), and parameter a
depends on the specific gradient coil design (for the z-
gradient with cylindrical symmetry, a = 1/2). The pres-
ence of an imaged object in the scanner only slightly
modifies Eqs. (4) and (5) since magnetic susceptibility
of most biological tissues is very small, on the order of
1 ppm.
2.2. Gradient ramping effects

If the characteristic period sr required to ramp-up or
ramp-down the magnetic field gradient is longer than
the inverse of the Larmor frequency, cB0sr � 1, then nu-
clear spins will be in the adiabatic regime [17] corre-
spondingly adjusting their orientation with respect to
the changing magnetic field direction and amplitude.
In the alternative case, cB0sr � 1, turning gradients on
and off may be considered an instantaneous (non-adia-
batic) process. Hence, net spin orientation does not
change during the gradient ramp period. Following a
gradient ramp period, spins immediately start to precess
about the new total local magnetic field direction, Eq.
(4). For imaging in a 1 mT field, a gradient ramp period
of about 25 ls or longer is sufficient to satisfy the adia-
batic condition. However, imaging in a 1 lT field
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requires a gradient ramp period of about 25 ms or long-
er to satisfy the adiabatic condition. Obviously, the adi-
abatic condition holds for magnetic fields of 1 mT and
higher for most existing field gradient systems. However,
at very low micro-Tesla fields the fast switching (non-
adiabatic) regime can be readily achieved with conse-
quences likely to be undesired, vide infra.

In both the cases (adiabatic and fast switching re-
gime), the local Larmor angular frequency x in the pres-
ence of a gradient field (4) is equal to

x ¼ c ðB0 þ bzÞ2 þ ðbxÞ2 þ ðbyÞ2
h i1=2

; ð6Þ

where longitudinal and transverse components of gra-
dient-originated magnetic field are defined by Eqs. (3)
and (5). In the adiabatic regime, if the starting orienta-
tion of nuclear magnetization is along B0, during a gra-
dient ramp period the net spin orientation will
continually align along the total local magnetic field
direction as this direction evolves during application
of the gradient ramp, Eq. (4). Hence, by the end of a
ramp-up period, the nuclear magnetization will be
aligned along the new direction of the local magnetic
field B, Eq. (4), in the adiabatic regime. It will remain,
however, aligned along the B0 direction in the fast
switching regime. If the starting orientation of nuclear
magnetization is tilted from B0 (following an RF pulse,
for example), the axis of the cone of nuclear spin pre-
cession will follow B in adiabatic regime and will re-
main unaltered in the case of fast switching gradients.
In the former case, during a gradient ramp period sr
the spins will accumulate an additional spatially inho-
mogeneous phase

Du ¼
Z sr

0

xðtÞdt; ð7Þ

where the temporal dependence of local frequency de-
pends upon that of the local magnetic field during the
ramp period according to Eq. (6).

Note that generally speaking, the tissue relaxation
processes might affect the above consideration if the gra-
dient ramp time sr is comparable or longer than the T1,
T2 or T

�
2 tissue relaxation time constants.
Fig. 1. A cross-section of a slice selected by RF pulse and the field
gradient bz = Gxx with accounting for the concomitant filed bx = Gxz

(solid lines). The targeted slice, i.e., slice that would be selected by the
same gradient if the concomitant filed was not present (hypothetical,
unrealizable ease), is shown by dashed lines.
3. Slice selection procedure

3.1. Axial slice selection gradients

Let us start with the slice selection, for example,
along the direction x perpendicular to the main field
B0. For this purpose, a field with a gradient bz = Gxx

is usually applied. Such a field is necessarily accompa-
nied by the concomitant field bx = Gxz (5). The total
magnetic field B (x,z) determining the local Larmor fre-
quency x (x,z) = cB (x,z) is equal to
Bðx; zÞ ¼ Bðx; zÞj j ¼ ðB0 þ GxxÞ2 þ ðGxzÞ2
h i1=2

: ð8Þ

If the concomitant field Gxz is ignored, a RF pulse
selecting frequency x excites spins along a plane
x = x0, where x0 satisfies the condition

cðB0 þ Gxx0Þ ¼ x: ð9Þ
However, accounting for the concomitant field, the RF
pulse selecting the same frequency excites spins with
coordinates satisfying the condition

c ðB0 þ GxxÞ2 þ ðGxzÞ2
h i1=2

¼ x: ð10Þ

Consequently, a cylindrical surface

ðx� xcÞ2 þ z2 ¼ R2
x ; Rx ¼ jx0 þ B0=Gxj; xc ¼ �B0=Gx

ð11Þ
is excited rather than the plane x = x0 (9). This cylinder
has an axis parallel to the Y-axis crossing through the
point {xc = � B0/Gx, 0,0} and has a radius Rx (11).
The ‘‘targeted’’ plane x = x0 is tangential to the cylinder.
Note also that the position of the cylinder�s axis is inde-
pendent of x0, i.e., independent of the RF slice-selection
frequency x (9). Thus, RF pulses with different frequen-
cies excite not a set of parallel planes but a set of concen-
tric cylinders of different radii. As a result, a targeted
slice of a thickness Dx ‘‘deforms’’ into an annulus be-
tween two cylinders; a cross-section of this annulus
being a ring of the same thickness Dx, as shown in
Fig. 1.

The deviation of the points on the cylinder�s surface
(11) from the targeted plane x = x0, dx = x � x0, de-



Fig. 2. A cross-section of the cylinder selected by the field gradient bz = Gxx with accounting for the concomitant field bx = Gxz. The FOV of
dimension L is shown by dashed square. (A) e = GxL/B0 � 1, the maximal deviation (dx)max . eL/8 � L being achieved at |z| � L/2. (B) e = 4.
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pends on their z-coordinate. If the field B0 is strong en-
ough and the distortion parameter e = GxL/B0 (1) is
small, the radius Rx � B0/Gx � L, and only a small por-
tion of the circle resides within the FOV. In this case
(Fig. 2A), the maximal deviation (dx)max achieved at
the edge of the FOV at |z| � L/2 is also small as com-
pared to the FOV,(dx)max . eL/8 � L. In this case,
the effect of the concomitant fields on a position of spins
excited by the RF pulse is small. However, if the field B0

is small enough and e � 1, the situation is different. For
example, if e = 4 the entire circle resides within the FOV
(Fig. 2B).

The situation with plane selection along the Y-axis is
similar to the X-axis. To get corresponding results, in all
above-derived equations one should substitute x by y.

3.2. Longitudinal slice-selection gradients

Consider now slice selection along the Z-axis. For
this case, a field bz = Gzz is usually applied. Such a field
is accompanied by concomitant field components
bx = �aGzx and by = (1 � a)Gzy (5). As a result, a tar-
geted plane z = z0 that would be excited by a RF pulse
with slice-selection frequency x,

cðB0 þ Gz0Þ ¼ x; ð12Þ
in a hypothetical case without concomitant gradients,
transforms into an ellipsoid given by

a2x2 þ ð1� aÞ2y2 þ ðz� zcÞ2 ¼ R2
z ; ð13Þ

where

zc ¼ �B0=Gz; Rz ¼ jz0 � zcj: ð14Þ
For gradient coils symmetric about the Z-axis, a = 1/2,
Eq. (13) describes an ellipsoid of revolution with the
half-axes (2R, 2R,R). If the slice-selection gradient
amplitude is held constant, different slice-selection fre-
quencies will result in a set of ellipsoids with the same
center point (0,0,zc = �B0/Gz). The entire space can
be filled by ellipsoids with different Rz (14) correspond-
ing to different x and hence different positions of the tar-
geted plane z = z0. In short, the slice selection procedure
results in ellipsoid-like slices rather than simple plane-
parallel slices.

All the above discussion was devoted to ‘‘geometri-
cal’’ aspects of the slice selection procedure. It should
be noted that the presence of concomitant fields will also
lead to an inhomogeneous distribution of magnetization
in the selected slice. For example, if the slice-selecting
gradient were turned on instantly (fast switching regime)
just prior to turning on the RF pulse, the spins would
precess in the presence of both the RF field and the
transverse component of the concomitant field. This will
lead to a rather complex and spatially dependent distri-
bution of magnetization orientation, thus ultimately sig-
nal intensity, within the selected curved slice. In the
adiabatic case, by the end of the ramp-up period, spins
will align along the direction of magnetic field (4). Since
this field is inhomogeneous in both magnitude and ori-
entation, the following slice-selecting RF pulse will also
create a rather complex and spatially dependent distri-
bution of magnetization orientation, thus ultimately sig-
nal intensity, within the selected curved slice. A detail
description of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of
the manuscript.
4. Frequency encoding (read-out) procedure

4.1. Transverse read-out gradients

Consider first the read-out procedure with the read-
out gradient in the X-direction bz = Gxx leading to the
corresponding concomitant field bx = Gxz. The total
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magnetic field lies in the XZ plane and makes a position-
dependent angle b with the axis Z,

tan b ¼ Gxz=ðB0 þ GxxÞ: ð15Þ
In the presence of the read-out gradient, spins initially
oriented in the XY-plane precess about the local net
magnetic field B (4) with a frequency

x ¼ c ðB0 þ GxxÞ2 þ ðGxzÞ2
h i1=2

: ð16Þ

In the fast switching regime, precession during the
time t of magnetization initially oriented in the XY plane
with the angle u0 with the X-axis, will result in the fol-
lowing distribution of magnetization:

Mxðx; z; tÞ ¼M0½cosu0 � cos2b � cosxt þ sin2b
� �

� sinu0 � cos b � sinxt�;
Myðx; z; tÞ ¼M0ðsinu0 � cosxt

þ cosu0 � cos b � sinxtÞ; ð17Þ
Mzðx; z; tÞ ¼M0 sin b � ½cos b � cosu0 � 1� cosxtð Þ

þ sinu0 � sinxt�;

where both the angle b and the Larmor frequency x de-
pend on x and z according to Eqs. (15) and (16). In the
adiabatic case, expression for magnetization will be only
slightly different from Eqs. (17) because phase accumu-
lation (7) during the ramp-up period should be taken
into account.

In the limit B0 � GxL (e� 1), the role of the con-
comitant gradients is negligible: the angle b = 0, the
magnetization M remains in the XY plane and is given
by a standard expression

Mþðx; z; tÞ ¼ Mþðx; tÞ ¼ Mxðx; tÞ þ iMyðx; tÞ
¼ M0 exp iðcB0t þ u0Þ½ � � exp icGxxtð Þ: ð18Þ

As usually, surfaces of constant frequency in this case
correspond to planes x = x0 with x0 determined from
the equation

cðB0 þ Gxx0Þ ¼ x: ð19Þ
However, if the concomitant field is taken into account,
hence b „ 0, surfaces of constant frequency become
cylinders:

ðx� xcÞ2 þ z2 ¼ R2
x ; xc ¼ �B0=Gx; Rx ¼ jx=cGxj

ð20Þ
rather than planes x = x0 (19). Note that the cylinders
(20) are tangential to planes (19). Geometrically, the sit-
uation is similar to the slice selection procedure and can
be illustrated by figures practically identical to Figs. 1
and 2. A maximal deviation of the cylinder from the
plane x = x0 within the FOV is about

ðdxÞmax ’ eL=8: ð21Þ
In the case of a small gradient, Gx � B0/L, (dx)max � L

and becomes �L for e � 1.
The situation with the read-out gradient along the Y-
axis is similar to the X-axis. To get corresponding re-
sults, in all above-derived equations one should substi-
tute x by y.

4.2. Longitudinal read-out gradients

If the read-out gradient is applied along the Z-axis,
surfaces of constant frequency are ellipsoids

a2x2 þ ð1� aÞ2y2 þ ðz� zcÞ2 ¼ R2
z ;

zc ¼ �B0=Gz; Rz ¼ jx=cGzj:
ð22Þ

All the ellipsoids have the same center at the point
(0,0,zc = � B0/Gz) and the entire space can be filled by
the ellipsoids with different Rz (22) corresponding to dif-
ferent x and hence different positions of the targeted
plane z = z0 designated by the equation

cðB0 þ Gzz0Þ ¼ x: ð23Þ
In short, the read-out procedure results in ellipsoid-like
surfaces rather than simple plane-parallel surfaces.
5. Phase encoding procedure

Consider, for example, a phase encoding procedure
with the encoding gradient applied along the Y-axis,
bz = Gyy. The encoding gradient is accompanied by the
concomitant field by = Gyz. The total magnetic field B is
now in theYZ plane andmakes an angle bwith the axisZ:

tan b ¼ Gyz=ðB0 þ GyyÞ: ð24Þ
Let us also suppose that, after excitation by the RF

pulse, the spin magnetization vector M was oriented in
the plane XYmaking an angle u0 with the Cartesian axis
X: M (0) =M0 (cos u0, sin u0,0). Under the influence of
the magnetic field B, the magnetization M starts to ro-
tate about the vector B with the Larmor frequency

x ¼ cjBj ¼ c ðB0 þ GyyÞ2 þ ðGyzÞ2
h i1=2

: ð25Þ

In the adiabatic regime, this leads to a phase accumu-
lation over the phase encoding period s,

Du ¼
Z s

0

xðtÞdt; ð26Þ

where the frequency (25) depends on the time through
the gradient time dependence. After the phase encoding,
the magnetization M returns to the XY plane and is gi-
ven by an expression

Mþðy; z; sÞ ¼ Mxðy; z; sÞ þ iMyðy; z; sÞ
¼ M0 � expðiðu0 þ DuÞÞ: ð27Þ

In case of short ramp periods (but still within adiabatic
regime) compared to the duration of phase-encoding
gradient s, the phase accumulation (26) reduces to
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Du ¼ c ðB0 þ GyyÞ2 þ ðGyzÞ2
h i1=2

s: ð28Þ

Even in this case the phase dependence on spin position
is no longer linear.

If the concomitant fields are ignored, the magnetiza-
tion M is given by a standard expression

Mþðy; z; sÞ ¼ Mþðy; sÞ ¼ Mxðy; sÞ þ iMyðy; sÞ
¼ M0 exp iðcB0sþ u0Þ½ � � exp icGyys

� �
: ð29Þ

As usual, in this case surfaces of constant phase corre-
spond to planes y = y0 with y0 determined from the
equation

cGyy0s ¼ u: ð30Þ
However, if the concomitant fields are taken into ac-
count, these targeted planes transform to cylinders in
the same manner as described in the previous sections
(slice-selection and read-out encoding). Correspond-
ingly, in the case of phase-encoding gradients applied
along Z direction, the targeted planes transform to
ellipsoids.

The situation is even more complicated in the fast
switching regime. Indeed, during the gradient pulse per-
iod s, the spins originally in XY plane, turn through an
angle xs about the vector B. It is easy to verify that after
this rotation, the components of the spin�s magnetiza-
tion vector are given by

Mxðy; z; sÞ ¼M0ðcosu0 � cosxs� sinu0 � cos b � sinxsÞ;
Myðy; z; sÞ ¼M0½sinu0 � ðcos2b � cosxsþ sin2bÞ

þ cosu0 � cos b � sinxs�; ð31Þ
Mzðy; z; sÞ ¼M0 sin b � ½cos b � sinu0 � ð1� cosxsÞ

� cosu0 � sinxs�:

First, a spatially inhomogeneous z-component of M ap-
pears, Eq. (31); second, an absolute value of the projec-
tion of M on the XY-plane also depends on the position;
third, a phase formally defined as u = tan�1 (My/Mx) is
now not a plane y = y0 but rather a complicated curve
surface. In the particular case, u0 = 0, this surface is de-
scribed by the equation

cos bðy; zÞ � tanðxðy; zÞsÞ ¼ tanu; ð32Þ

where both the angle b and the Larmor frequency x
depend on y and z according to Eqs. (24) and (25).
It is easy to see that surfaces of a constant x are cyl-
inders with a common axis along the line r = {x,�B0/
Gy, 0} parallel to the X-axis. Surfaces of constant an-
gle b are planes passing the same line r = {x,�B0/
Gy, 0}. However, the geometry of the surfaces of con-
stant phase u, even in a simple case u0 = 0, Eq. (32),
is rather complicated and, therefore, to follow how the
phase encoding gradient has encoded the spins by
their transverse phases is cumbersome and almost
impractical.
6. Gradients as excitation pulses

Another important feature of MR imaging at very
low fields arises from gradient pulses in the fast switch-
ing regime acting as ‘‘excitation pulses.’’ Indeed, the
presence of the applied gradient results in an effective
magnetic field, due to the presence of concomitant fields,
which is tilted from the original B0 direction. This leads
to precession of the local magnetization vector about the
new tilted field. Consider, for example, a magnetization
vector originally oriented along the Z-axis and which
experiences an instantly applied gradient pulse bz = Gyy

of duration s. The corresponding concomitant field is
by = Gyz. During the period s, the magnetization vector
will rotate with the frequency x, Eq. (25), to a new spa-
tial-dependent orientation:

MxðsÞ ¼M0 sin b � sinxs;
MzðsÞ ¼M0ðsin2b � cosxsþ cos2bÞ; ð33Þ
MyðsÞ ¼M0 sin b � cos b � ð1� cosxsÞ;

where tanb = Gyz/(B0 + Gyy). Hence, even a gradient
without RF pulse will create an inhomogeneous magne-
tization both longitudinal, Mz, and transverse, Mx, My.
After switching the gradient off, this inhomogeneous
magnetization will precess about B0 and generate an
MR signal. Obviously, the tilt angle is inhomogeneous
in space with the maximum value achieved at the edges
of FOV, proportional to parameter e.
7. Discussion

Several points should be re-emphasized regarding po-
tential problems that arise in very low field MRI. All
these problems relate to the presence of concomitant
transverse components of inhomogeneous magnetic field
that appear as a result of application of imaging gradi-
ents used in MRI for spatial encoding. These concomi-
tant transverse components are inevitably generated by
the same gradient coils that produce the desired longitu-
dinal imaging components. Longitudinal and concomi-
tant transverse components have the same amplitude.

The presence of concomitant gradients leads to distor-
tion of the similarity relationship between an imaged real
object and the resultant images. Standard slice-selection,
read-out and phase-encoding procedures identify cylin-
drical or ellipsoidal surfaces in the object rather than tar-
geted straight planes. Additionally, magnetization is not
oriented homogeneously over these surfaces.

An obvious solution to the problems of MRI at very
low fields is to use imaging gradients with very low
amplitude. In this case, the image deformation parame-
ter e (1) can be made small, preserving the accuracy of
the image�s geometrical parameters. It is instructive to
explore this option for the case of imaging the human
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lung with hyperpolarized 3He gas. The 3He lung imaging
procedure is typically accomplished during breath-hold
period of about 10 s. Due to patient safety and hyperpo-
larized 3He gas availability and cost, generally very few
(2–3) breath-holdings measurements are employed dur-
ing one imaging session. Assume, for this illustration,
that one only wants to image the whole lung with a
low resolution of 5 mm in-plane and 8 mm slice thick-
ness (actually, one might want to do much better than
that). With the FOV of about 40 cm · 40 cm · 20 cm,
about 1000 phase-encoding steps are needed, which al-
lows for about 10 ms per step, resulting in less than
5 ms for phase encoding and less than 5 ms for read-
out. This requires longitudinal gradient amplitude about
1.5 mT/m, which will create concomitant transverse
components resulting in a magnetic field difference of
0.6 mT across the lung. If one is willing to tolerate image
distortions no more than 10% (e = 0.4 according to Eq.
(21)), a B0-field of 1.5 mT and higher is required. Fur-
ther, to reduce the error to 1% would require B0 of at
least 15 mT. In general, for a given upper level of image
distortion E across a field of view L while employing an
imaging gradient of strength G, the magnetic field B0

should satisfy condition:

B0 >
4

GL
� E: ð34Þ

For a number of potential applications, one would need
to collect many sets of whole-lung images during a single
breath-hold; this will require much stronger gradients—
10–20 mT/m—that will create concomitant transverse
fields on the order of 10 mT. For diffusion measure-
ments [18], additional diffusion gradients will be needed.
To be sensitive to lung microstructure on the alveolar le-
vel, diffusion times should not exceed 2–4 ms when the
gas molecules remain within a single acinar airway. To
achieve the product bD on the order of unity, gradients
on the order of 10–20 mT/m are needed for such mea-
surements. These considerations impose the lower limit
on B0 of 10–20 mT or higher. Even stronger gradients,
hence higher B0 will be needed for really ultra-fast imag-
ing with a sub-second time scale.

In case of fast switching gradients, applied imaging
gradients play an ‘‘excitation’’ role similar to RF pulses
as local magnetization processes about the tilted field
resulting from transverse concomitant components.
The net result is that magnetization is tilted from the
longitudinal direction toward the transverse plane dur-
ing the gradient period, Eq. (33). This happens unavoid-
ably throughout the entire object with the effect growing
linearly towards the object�s edges. At the end of the gra-
dient period, the resultant transverse magnetization (in-
duced by the gradient, not by an RF pulse) will generate
spurious signal(s) in the detection coil and could sub-
stantially contaminate the desired signal from the tar-
geted region.
During the read-out procedure, when the gradient is
on, a time-dependent z-component of M appears in
addition to the desired transverse components. Also,
an absolute value of the projection of M on the XY-
plane becomes time-dependent; hence, a standard inter-
pretation of magnetization rotating in the transverse
plane is no longer valid.

One more point should also be mentioned here. Usu-
ally, the signal read-out in a positive read-out lobe is
preceded by a negative lobe of the gradient to ‘‘pre-
wind’’ spins. This procedure assumes that the concomi-
tant field is absent: when the total magnetic field is
solely parallel to the Z-axis, the Larmor frequency dur-
ing the negative and positive lobes differs only by sign
(in the rotating frame), and the initial magnetization
is restored in the center of read-out interval k = 0).
However, in the real case with the unavoidable presence
of the concomitant fields this is not so because spins at
a given coordinate rotate about different axes ((tan
b± = ±Gxz/(B0±Gxx)) with different frequencies (x± =
c[(B0 ± Gxx)

2 + (Gxz)
2]1/2) during the negative and

positive lobes of the gradient. Therefore, the concomi-
tant gradients lead to the magnetization misbalance at
the center of k-space.

Due to the presence of concomitant gradients all
three components of magnetization M are oscillating
with the same spatial-dependent Larmor frequency,
Eq. (17), hence all three can be detected simultaneously
by specially designed RF coil. Because at very low field,
all three components have comparable amplitudes,
detection with three orthogonal coils can potentially in-
crease SNR by

ffiffiffi
3

p
as compared to linear detection and

by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
as compared to quadrature detection. Though,

an actual increase in SNR may be smaller because the
magnitude of the oscillating longitudinal magnetization
reduces towards the center of FOV.

As described above, the standard frequency-encoding
procedure in the presence of the concomitant fields does
not provide information about the spin density on
planes but rather on cylinders, Eq. (20), or ellipsoids,
Eq. (22). This information can also be decoded by
back-solving Eqs. (20) and (22). By changing direction
of the read-out gradient, the entire space can be covered
during the imaging procedure and the 3D image of the
object can, in principle, be calculated. This ‘‘curve pro-
jection reconstruction’’ approach could enhance oppor-
tunities for MRI at very low fields, especially when the
adiabatic regime fails. Also, the inhomogeneous orienta-
tion of magnetization within the cylindrical or ellipsoi-
dal surfaces would result in inhomogeneous image
intensity (apparent spin density) over these surfaces
and should be accounted for in the image reconstruction
algorithm.

Of course, all the above-mentioned effects are present
in conventional and high field imaging (0.1–10 T), how-
ever, they are most pronounced in very low field MRI
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where they create significant challenges to accurate im-
age reconstruction. New approaches to MRI signal
encoding and processing will need to be developed for
efficient MRI at very low fields.
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